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Abstract 

This study examines the theme of espionage in two colonial British novels, Rudyard Kipling’s Kim and Erskine Childers’ 

The Riddle of the Sands.  This study aims to show that the spy played a pivotal role in the colonial enterprise and in 

pursuing the national interests of Great Britain. Kim is a master of disguise whose purpose is to protect and expand the 

British Empire in India, thus keeping British imperial security intact. Childers' espionage campaign is to reinforce British 

imperialism by presenting the spy mission in a noble way in the service of the British Empire. Both novels represent the 

British spy as an individual with high civic consciousness and moral values. 

Keywords: Espionage, Colonial Enterprise, National interests, Great Britain, Imperial security, Espionage campaign, Spy 

mission, High civic consciousness, and Moral values. 

Introduction 

"In the decade before the First World War, the British spy thriller was a cultural phenomenon drawing large and expectant 

readerships across all classes". (Dr.Christopher&Robert, 2010)   

Spy fiction has been perceived as a social and cultural space in which to glorify national worries in the course of incredible 

social and political change. This study uncovers a more controversial side to these suspicions than normally perceived, 

contending that the representation of space and power inside spy fiction is more mind-boggling than generally expected. 

Rather than the English spy energetically keeping up the uprightness of Realm, this study outlines how spy fiction contains 

disunities and dis-intersections in its representation of space, and the relationship between the individual and the state in a 

period of declining English power. Concentrating principally on the works of Rudyard Kipling and Erskine Childers, the 

study conveys a crisp methodological way to deal with the investigation of spy fiction and Great Game. It displays close 

investigation inside a system of spatial and sovereign theory as a method for looking at the social effect of decolonization 

and the moving geopolitics of the Great Game. This study sets out to reveal that spy fiction is in charge of reflecting, 

fortifying and, now and again, hastening social tensions over decolonization and the End of Empire. Spy books document 

true geopolitical tensions that exist in a particular time. Great Game presents a key clash between the colossal settler 

controls in focal Asia, England, France, and Tsarist Russia. Kim provides deep insight into the development of Russia's 

interests in India. In this respect, Martin Tomas remarks: "In Kipling's enigmatic story Kim, the orphaned boy with mixed 

parentage, is perfectly suited to move between the world of Europeans and the people of the colony and, as such, is by far 

the best asset for maintaining surveillance and gathering HUMINT". (Thomas, 2008)   

Martin Thomas expounds a critical analysis of intelligence and human intelligence assembling in keeping up magnificent 

control in the prior years of decolonization. Espionage or, casually, spying includes a spy ring, whose main concern is the 

procuring of data considered mystery or classified without the consent of the holder of the data. Undercover work is 

pertinently covert, as it is by definition unwelcome and much of the time unlawful. Secret activities are a subset of insight 

intelligence gathering, which incorporates undercover work and additional data gathering from open sources. The previous 
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spy agent Aldrich Ames (1994) says: "An espionage organization is a collector: it collects raw information. That gets 

processed by machinery that is supposed to resolve its reliability and to present a finished product." Ames explains how 

bigger systems of the espionage association can be unpredictable with numerous techniques to maintain a strategic distance 

from discovery, including covert cell frameworks. Frequently the players have never met. Case officers are positioned in 

outside nations to enlist and to administer knowledge operators, who thus keep an eye on interests of their nations where 

they are designated. Espionage is frequently a part of an institutional exertion by a business concern or government. The 

term is for the most part is connected with state of keeping an eye on real and potential adversaries basically for military 

purposes. Spying including organizations is known as modern undercover work. 

Study Problem 

Literature is one of the most appropriate media to present espionage activities. Most particularly, the spy's eccentricity 

challenges worldwide law which from one viewpoint cannot authorize his activities, and pronounce them as wrongdoing. 

Secret activities are an artistic topic takes this inconceivability of address as its purpose of departure. It demonstrates that 

by typifying one of the law's blind sides the spy discovers his or her home in writing, and that it is decisively to the law's 

visual deficiency that espionage writing reacts. The spy's flexible character, his deceptive masks and relentless 

development over and between borders oppose his solidarity and make him a lawful figure in the service of his authority. 

The opposition for impact in the domain that isolated Russia and extraordinary England turned out to be then called as the 

Great Game. The English were anxious about the possibility that Russia may increase Russian impact in Asian zone (Persia 

and Afghanistan) and utilize it above all for military reasons. In August 1907, the Old English Russian Convection in St. 

Petersburg formally shut the Great Game, in spite of the fact that a specific contention, strain and undercover work have 

propensity to go on. The competition between Great England and Russia was also over with the start of the WWI when 

these countries needed to battle together against Germany, the way that no one would have trusted several years before; 

Germany was considered and seen as an inevitable threat. In Russian-British Relations in Central and East Asia Evegency 

Sergeev (2013) expounds: "The fall of the Liberal Cabinet in June 1885' in Britain, 'German intrigues' destabilizing Europe 

and threatening the Middle East, and 'the French peril in Africa' all played their part in bringing about the temporary 

rapprochement, but only after tensions had originally been aggravated a decade earlier by the Russian annexation of 

Khokand." From the literary perspective, the term the Great Game is obviously connected with Arthur Connolly, an 

English intelligence officer, who served in India. This individual is presented in Rudyard Kipling's novel Kim, which is 

viewed as a spy novel since it manages undercover work plot. The Riddle of the Sands portrays the political clash amongst 

Germany and British Empire. Spy novel as a specific type of fiction is hard to be characterized in light of the fact that its 

closeness to the wrongdoing novel and the enterprise novel are not clear. General heroes of this new fiction were for the 

most part and commonly youthful as Kim, athletic as Childers in the Riddle, good looking gentlemen, normally just 

making excursions in the field of secret activities. 
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Results 

1-     The espionage novel exhibits many important characteristics; cleverness and cunning are prerequisite, on the grounds 

that you place yourself in obscure and perhaps hazardous circumstances, with just your abilities and minds to keep you out 

of damages way. Kim appears to invest his energy watching other individuals and attempting to make sense of what their 

Game is. It is highlighted in Kipling (1901) that: ''Nay,' said Kim, scanning it with a grin. This may serve for farmers, but I 

live in the city of Lahore. It was cleverly done, Babu. Now give the ticket to Umballa."  

2-     Spying could be viewed as unethical, disgraceful and conflicting with a free and equitable society. They could 

consider spies to be liars, double crossers, cheaters or more terrible. Few individuals have genuine comprehension of what 

the universe of spying resembles.  

3-    An English agent is an extremely common, dedicated, and ordinary individual. He is obliged to look after the 

principles and directions, asked with exhausting inquiries, reports and assigned with appraisals of his own reports.  

4-     Conflict is a pivotal issue in spy novels. Childers was contributing his truthful actualities in which he cautioned of 

obsolete English armed force strategies in case of contentions without bounds.  

Discussion 

Chapter 1: Kipling's Kim: Espionage and Imperialism 

Britain was for long the Greatest Empire. Many English books address the issue of Britain and its colonies. The British 

exercised surveillance in all fields. This enabled the British to fulfill their settler missions in numerous parts of the world 

by the help of their dedicated spy operators and agents such as the youthful intelligence officer Kim. This is perhaps the 

best known British Empire espionage novel. Kim turned into the image of the Great Game, that inquisitive period of 

competition between England and Russia played out on the North West outskirts, Afghanistan, Persia, and central Asia. 

Kipling is a devotee of British Imperialism. He is rationally outfitted and mentally furnished that English race is the best 

ever. But he sees through a sentimental focal point. Still that focal point is a wonderful approach to see the world, 

particularly given Kipling's idyllic abilities in composing. Kim is set in an imperialistic world; a world which is strikingly 

manly overwhelmed by trade, adventure and exchange, a world in which there is no doubt of the division amongst white 

and non-white. While he needs to play the Great Game, he is likewise profoundly committed to the lama. His point, as he 

moves in chameleon capacity through the two cultures, is to compromise these contradicting strands, while the lama 

searches for reclamation and redemption from the Wheel of Life. In Kipling's perplexing story Kim, the stranded child with 

mixed parentage is splendidly suited to move between the universe of Europeans and the general population of the state 

and, thus, is the best asset for maintaining surveillance and gathering significant information. Tested by Colonel Creighton, 

the fictional head of the Intelligence Department, to join his group of prepared local agents, Kim's missions ran from 

listening stealthily and eavesdropping to the block attempt intercepting of subversive messages. Kipling gave moral 

support to learning work and knowledge by recommending that it protected the area and surprise appalling plots. Mahbub 
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Ali consoles Kim that his conveyance of a key message guaranteed. It is shown in Quest for Kim of Hoprick (1996) that: 

"The game is well played. That war is done now and the evil we hope nipped before the flower, thanks to me and thee."  In 

Quest for Kim, Hopkirk reproduces Kim's voyage on an individual level, and answers a portion of the inquiries regarding 

who the characters depended on. This story may not have the amazing significance and substance with which Hopkirk 

mixed it. Fantastically, Hopkirk brings Kipling's India alive, notwithstanding running into characters en route that may 

have been sent by central casting. The reader is transported to an appropriate approach by Hopkirk, and encounters a 

smidgen of old India. For any reader who is captivated by Kim, Hopkirk will reveal insight into the bright characters, the 

settings, and the geo-political circumstance that was happening during the period in which the action of the novel is set. 

The Great Game is fundamental for comprehending the intricate shenanigans behind the plot of the novel. Most 

importantly, journey for Kim is a fitting tribute to the work itself, to the land behind the man who was behind the work. 

Kim and the lama start their adventure together, with the cunning street-wise. Kim is going up to the part of the lama's 

defender and guides in the confused rushing about Indian life. The companionship between this far-fetched match is one of 

the principle attractions of Kim, which is a novel about friendship, principally amongst Kim and Teshoo lama, additionally 

amongst Kim and Colonel Creighton and his partners, especially Mahbub Ali and the Babu Hurree. One of the bonds 

joining Kim and the lama on their particular missions is that both reject associations with ladies. They both consider ladies 

to be unsafe diversions from their higher goal. It is clarified in Edward's introduction to Kipling's Kim novel (2000): "How 

can a man follow the Way or the Great Game when he is so- always pestered by women? Kim is a male- orientated novel, 

as we may anticipate from the phallic picture with which it opens, Kim sitting on the back of a group, and Said remarks   

that different critics have "speculated on the hidden homosexual motif." 

It is obvious in these indisputable facts that ladies do assume a part in the novel although they are not as objects of 

sentimental or sexual connection. Ladies are included as whores, or suppliers, although; the two standard ladies characters, 

the lady of Shamlegh, and the widow of Kulu appear courteous and sophisticated. The last goes up against something of a 

protective part towards the end, recuperating Kim when he is sick. This distinguishes the novel as meaningful, purposeful, 

and sophisticated which is immaculate from any immoral shortcomings. As a spy, Kim will likewise need to revoke 

common life. He will lead an existence of camouflage and misleading, never ready to uncover his actual intentions to 

anybody. Any connections he makes to other individuals should be subordinate to his obscure mission or his mystery 

responsibility to a perfect. What is more, similarly as the lama's central goal may be comprehended by a chosen few among 

Buddhist blessed men, Kim's main goal may be comprehended by a chosen few among the British Secret Service. But the 

two associates are different from many points of view. Kim is youthful, the lama is old. Kim is learned and streetwise, the 

lama is credulous and unpracticed. The immature Kim progresses beyond his years, while the matured lama is virtuous. 

Furthermore, in some ways the strategies they utilize to accomplish their points are inversed as well. The lama embraces a 

state of mind of genuineness and openness, while Kim receives a mentality of trickery, control, and lies. At the point when 

the story opens the impacts on him have been only Indian. As beforehand noted, he has grown up dressing like an Indian, 

thinking like an Indian, his skin smoldered as brown as an Indian's, and feeling completely upbeat and at home among the 

destitute individuals of Lahore. In any case, even at this stage he cannot consider himself a local. He remembers his father 

and his prescience, conveys his character papers in a calfskin special necklace case around his neck, and obviously his skin 
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is white. Furthermore, deep down his states of mind are as of now at any rate somewhat those of a white ruler. The opening 

passage is indicating him sitting straddling the gun demonstrates that he feels it regular to guarantee the position of force, a 

position he declares with a round of king of a castle in which he prevents the local young men, both Moslem and Hindu, 

from having his spot. Also, as we see in page 282 of Kipling's (1901) this acquired suspicion that he is qualified for the 

position of control over his local companions is coordinated by his presumption of "ownership" of the lama: "The lama was 

his trove, and he proposed to take possession."  

His white skin, his character papers, and this in-fabricated propensity to claim and lead will turn out to be key to the 

personality he is looking to construct; however neither toward the starting nor the end does he consider himself a 'sahib', 

and his experience with the white man's reality is at initial a traumatic ordeal which he opposes energetically. When he 

found the class devils whose God was a Red Bull on a green field, his father's old regiment, the red bull on a green field 

being their banner, he is caught by the officers and his nature is to escape back to the lama no matter what happens. This is 

the primary close experience with a confrontation of white men Kim has had in his life, and Kipling utilizes it to 

demonstrate a conflict of local and British attitude, with Kim and the lama demonstrating the local side, and the individuals 

from the regiment indicating parts of British mindset which Kipling holds up for criticism. The local perspective of white 

men appeared from the multiple points of view in Kipling page 173: "But this is sorcery!" shouts the lama seeing the tents 

going up in the field when the warriors set up a campsite. "It was as he suspected. The Sahibs prayed to their God", thinks 

Kim when he sees the warriors in their wreckage tent with a model of their mascot, the bull, and later when he is 

acquainted with Catholicism he considers it to be "an entirely new set of Gods and Godlings''. (P. 60) 

Kim is detained by the soldiers, compelled to wear interestingly ''a horrible stiff suit that rasped his arms and legs'' 

(Kipling, P.60), and is told that the bazaar is ''out of bounds'' (P.129). Also, his torments deteriorate as Kipling keeps on 

subjecting him to the most exceedingly bad that the British have to offer. The schoolmaster is a ruthless coldhearted man 

from whom Kim fragrances "evil" (P.131), and the drummer child who protects Kim, representing a youthful British 

fighter, appeared as an insensible trick who calls the locals niggers. The regimented life is painful to Kim; however, he 

leaves himself to the way that he is going to be made, at any rate halfway into a sahib, and when he proceeds onward to St. 

Xavier's school, and then he meets Colonel Creighton, he ends up among white individuals of a superior quality, whom he 

can respect. In Colonel Creighton Kim finds a white man he can regard; a father-figure, a European partner of the lama. 

The lama calls him ''Son of my Soul'' (Kipling, P.165), and Colonel Creighton, who has been a father-figure since his time 

at St. Xavier's. Creighton is shrewd, instructed, experienced, and caring; the inverse end of the range to Reverend Bennett, 

the drummer child and the schoolmaster. He perceives Kim's knowledge and uncommon abilities, and in spite of the fact 

that he has a little impact in the story he is, as the most astounding positioning illustrative of the British Government and 

the individual to whom Kim is mindful, a mainstay of the entire novel and a standout amongst the most imperative impacts 

on Kim in his mission to characterize himself. Creighton is acceptable in Kipling's and Kim's eyes. Kim can admire him, 

and he turns into the grapple which joins Kim toward the West, while the lama is the stay which joins him toward the East. 

Through being singled out by Creighton for enrollment into the Secret Service Kim gets away from the most noticeably 

British impact and gains a predominant position. At school he represents considerable authority in looking over and 

outlines fundamental abilities for his future part as a spy, and from that point he is responsible to Creighton and his 
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specialists, Mahbub Ali, Lurgan, and the Babu, who prepare him in the workmanship and exploration of spying. In this 

way, in the British setting Kim goes up against an exclusive and favored position, similarly as, by his relationship with the 

lama, he has picked up an elusive and advantaged position in the local setting. Kim considers the lama as ''his trove'', of 

which he ''proposed to take possession.'' (Kipling, P.144). The lama is a blessed man in his own particular nation, however 

Kipling demonstrates him finding out about Buddhism at the Lahore museum. So the character he is somewhat finding and 

incompletely making for himself has as a focal part that in connection to both East and West he embraces an exclusive and 

advantaged position. He is not common, but rather exceptional over the rest. 

At the point when his tutoring is finished, Kim's preparation as a spy under Creighton's partners proceeds with, one of his 

educators being the "shaib" Lurgan. Lurgan, in his home embellished with custom fiend covers, and his capacity to mend 

debilitated gems, is by all accounts a specialist of the mysterious, and maybe in making this character Kipling was drawing 

on his enthusiasm for the enchantment of "Madame Blavatsky and Theosophists which was known during his youth." 

(Kipling, P.147). During his stay with Lurgan, and in addition to practicing the perception test now known as 'Kim's game', 

Kim is subjected to a mental test in which Lurgan tries, through trancelike influence, "to make him believe that a broken 

jug has reconstituted itself." (Kipling, P.148). Kim opposes Lurgan's endeavors to control his psyche by quietly reciting the 

mathematical tables he learned at school. Lurgan is awed, saying that Kim is the first ever to have opposed him. The 

mental teaching he has ingested from his European tutoring has given him a capacity to keep control of his psyche in a way 

that would not have been workable for a local. This capacity, doubtlessly, would be crucial in the event that he was ever 

caught and interrogated by foe spies. The scene underscores that in building his character Kim needs to partly receive the 

white man's propensities of mind, consolidating their quality with the qualities of his intrinsic local attitude. Maybe this is 

the theme that Kipling deals with in a poem called ''The Two-Sided Man'' which is about the desire to keep the ''two 

separate sides of my head.'' (Kipling, P.362). Kim is portrayed as a child familiar with intrigue. At first, he goes about as an 

errand person in spite of the way that he did not fathom the substance of the messages he passed on, for "what he loved was 

the game for its own sake." (Kipling, P.201). Over time, however, he is drawn further into the universe of surveillance. He 

passes on a key record to the head of English intelligence in India. Its content revealed the activities of a Hindu banker in 

Peshawar, a firm of gun makers in Belgium and a crucial semi-self-governing Mohammedan ruler. 

Between 1894 and 1899, when the novel was written, the Russian army marched into the Pamirs and, at Somatash, 

conflicted with the Afghans. Nerves and anxieties in Whitehall about a Russian danger to the landward borders of India can 

be traced back to the 1830s. They were amplified, nevertheless, from the 1870s onwards by the Tsarist extension of the 

khanates of the old Silk Course, which conveyed the Russians nearer to the subcontinent. Lord Roberts (1887) wrote: "We 

cannot afford to let our Native troops or the people of India doubt the maintenance of our supremacy, which they certainly 

would if we were to allow Russia to over-run Afghanistan. We must let it be clearly seen that we do not fear Russia, and 

that we are determined she shall not approach near enough to India to cause us serious trouble in our rear." Roberts felt in 

this imperialistic procedure that the British individuals upheld a vigorous imperial barrier approach. The press and the 

enfranchised public could be utilized as devices to apply weight on governments that did not display adequate resolve. At 

the point when Roberts returned from the South African War, he was persuaded that Britain's deliberate arrangement of 

selection was no longer sufficient. Imperialism was not only the act of the English domain and colonization of different 
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grounds and individuals; it was a theory that expected the predominance of English human progress and in this manner the 

ethical responsibility to convey their edified approaches to the uncivilized individuals of the world. As it is proliferated 

among literature society that: English people hold white man's burden. This state of mind was taken particularly towards 

non-white, non-Christian societies in India, Asia, Australia, and Africa. The most grounded confirmation that Kim is not 

some imperialist pamphlet lies in the hero's clashed and conflicted loyalties. For a significant part of the story, Kim scrapes 

to enter Great Game and delights in the idea of killing. Before the end of the novel, in any case, he has been tired of the 

viciousness and misleading, and he considers just serving his lama. Kim invests a lot of energy observing other individuals 

and attempting to distinguish what their Game is. He is concocting his own particular plans and planning to convey 

mystery messages or to escape from school and see the world. But when he is meeting with his spymaster guides, Kim is 

particularly ensured to be the cleverest.                                                                 

As a spy ace skills either moral or unethical, Kim has regular sly and shrewdness. Kim is a surprising con artist and liar; 

however, as he continues his enterprises, he is educated to control individuals for the benefit of the English Realm, which 

has all the effect to his ethical fiber. While the principal half of Kim underlines the silliness of Kim's cunning traps, as 

when he escapes school subsequent to being masked as a Hindu kid by a whore, the second half of Kim goes up against a 

more genuine tone toward Kim's enterprises. This move from comic drama to dramatization accentuates the higher stakes 

of Kim's later experiences with the Russian agents, rather than his prior youth plans. Kim's shrewdness in interfacing with 

individuals unequivocally stands out from the lama's theoretical, philosophical intelligence; while both characters are keen, 

the diverse ways that they apply their insight accentuate their particular worldly perspectives. Kipling (1901) explained in 

page 300: "True, he knew the wonderful walled city of Lahore from the Delhi Gate to the outer Fort Ditch; was hand in 

glove with men who led lives stranger than anything Haroun al Raschid dreamed of; and he lived in a life wild as that of 

the Arabian Nights, but missionaries and secretaries of charitable societies could not see the beauty of it. His nickname 

through the wards was 'Little Friend of all the World'; and very often, being lithe and inconspicuous, he executed 

commissions by night on the crowded housetops for sleek and shiny young men of fashion." It is apparent here that Kim is 

abreast of the national current events and ins and outs of India. He has capabilities to coexist with the native people and 

goes undetectable. He is professional and proficient in his mission as a spy. He outstrips his colleagues in his mission until 

he has become a spymaster. He is knowledgeable in his career and in fact he is a craftsman. He knows everything. He has 

knacks to move around in camouflaged appearances. Once when he was dispatched to the Russian Palace which was 

considered as the main head quarter of Russian army to work as a servant, he hid under the table in order to steal the maps, 

and he did. While wandering on the street, he ran into a Russian convoy which was passing as a merchandize and goods 

chariot, he was clever enough to find out that it was full of explosives.             

Physical appearance is truly vital to the characters in Kim; however, it can be a double-edged sword while attempting to 

make sense of who these characters truly are underneath the surface. So, for example, when the Mahratta stumbles onto 

Kim's train in Chapter Eleven page 179, he looks like a "mean, lean little person" (P.179), who has cuts all over, torn 

garments, and a gauzed leg,  runs after marriage processes bare feet, and asks others for charitable needs while pretending 

of being parentless. Kim and the Babu show up in cover and camouflage appearances attributable to their Mystery Benefit; 

they put on a show to be people of various religions, callings, and ethnicities. The appearances can absolutely change a 
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man's economic well-being in this place and time; it can be another approach to control the general population around 

them. They change their appearances to make their new destinies. He claims to have been in a cart fender bender, yet as 

Kim looks all the more carefully, he understands that his cuts are very perfect to have been brought on by moving around 

in rock. Kim recognizes the Mahratta's silver special necklace, a twin to the one that Kim wears demonstrating his way of 

life as a spy. Kim needs to look through the Mahratta's first layer of outward appearances to make sense of that he is a 

fellow agent. Appearances are tricky in this novel. It is true that the principal layer of the Mahratta's appearance is dubious, 

yet Kim is fit for perusing the more point by point, smaller pieces of information of the Mahratta's garments and wounds to 

see who he truly is underneath it all. Appearances may deceive a degree in this book, yet to an incredible eyewitness like 

Kim, Lurgan, or Creighton, or the storyteller, reality of every character's personality still gets to be evident to the prepared, 

suspicious eye. Physical appearances can at present enlighten a considerable measure concerning even the most keenly 

masked individual. He is youthful and has a deep sense of being of an adolescent in the possibility that the young men will 

be the eventual fate of the English Domain, he truly needs the English Realm to last. Kim commits enterprises, battling, 

and surviving abroad to be in the pink as supreme, valiant, adaptable, smart, and innovative. Kim starts the novel with a 

great deal of aptitudes he needs to be a spymaster. These traits show the reality of spiritual conflict in Kim. It is 

indisputable that he is jingoistic in favor of English Empire, but he considers his mission as a game to play. He performs 

his spying campaign skillfully, although he has childish trends. During his tutoring and preparing Kim, the lama needs to 

part in spite of the fact that Kim demands joining the lama in his occasions, and re-goes along with him for all time when 

his tutoring is finished, however now utilizing him mostly as a cover for his spying operations. At the climax of the novel 

Kim is sent to catch two remote spies, one Russian, one French, who are working in the Himalayas, and despite its being 

exceptionally implausible that the 'River of the Arrow' will be found there he convinces the lama that their excursion lies in 

that heading. High in the Himalayas Kim and the lama achieve the "road's end, and even, the world's end" (Kipling, P.7), 

and both of their adventures achieve a crisis point. Kim is instrumental, alongside the Babu, in upsetting the remote spies, 

their central goal being especially fruitful in light of the fact that the outside spies never understand that Kim and the Babu 

are mystery specialists, to the extent that they know their undertaking expedition has been destroyed by a chance encounter 

with a sacred man and his young supporter. At last, there are two or three disguised men going as being hidden dealers; 

however, they are two moles, one from Russia, one from France. They have their guide. Kim should undermine their trip 

and increase some learning about their spying exercises. In Kim, the British colonial system of rule wins largely, as the 

intruders from the two opponent nations are hoodwinked, tricked, and left with, nothing not even the spoiling shrouds they 

could have sold to profit. Kipling composed this book a century prior to India, with the authority of Gandhi, Nehru, and 

others, would at long last pick up its freedom from Britain. For whatever length of time that the Great Game proceeds with, 

we can expect more about this calling. As Kipling (1901) wrote in the epilogue: "When everyone is dead the Great Game is 

finished. Not before."  
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Chapter 2: Childers' the Riddle of the Sands: Spying for Nation  

Hampson (2003) states in Spies and spying on twentieth century that: "The tales of the war-to-come were part of, and had 

their special roles in, the great forward movement of the imagination that began about 1870." 

The invasion literature that was created toward the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth century has been 

the subject of various studies as it is recognized to have added to the expanding strains between England, Germany and 

France; driving to the First World War in 1914. In (1969), the French historian Marc Ferro wrote: "Over twenty works in 

England foresaw the British surprised, invaded and defeat Overall this literature reflected the nagging worries besetting the 

country." Marc Ferro talks about unadulterated dream with genuine outcomes. While the impacts of intrusion and spy 

writing on England are outstanding, they are far less known in regards to Ireland. This review will intend to reveal insight 

into the circumstance in Ireland and demonstrate that now and again fiction met reality and actuality met fiction. The 

outskirt amongst writing and the truth was not generally unmistakably drawn. No doubt, the English had some true blue 

purses to be concerned about. Along these lines, not only scholarly dream is at the birthplace of the establishing of the 

Secret Service Bureau; but also the genuine realities that the purpose of this Bureau is to reinforce their Empire of 

Intelligence. The Irish have one noteworthy commitment to the invasion books. Tom Riess (2005) in imagining the worse 

explains that: "there were in fact three main reasons for this literature. Firstly, the writers tried to guess what the Germans 

were up to. Secondly, there was the desire to make the British government want to increase military spending. And thirdly, 

this was the age of anticipation and imagining what the future would be." Invasion Literature is thus meaningful and 

purposeful. Erskine Childers has an English-Irish background. Being a sharp and clever yachtsman, Childers sets out to 

investigate the Frisian Isles along the Dutch, German and Danish coastline. Childers skillfully links a story of yachting on 

the Frisian Islands with a detective plot. The novel contains within the text a number of maps and charts so that readers 

could observe the events visually. Two Englishmen, Arthur Davies and Charles Carruthers, stumble across the Germans' 

dastardly plan of invasion and eventually foil it. Childers (1903) expresses the hope in page 52 that: "nobody will read into 

this story of adventure any intention of provoking feelings of hostility to Germany." ( P.52). Childers went cruising again 

in the North Ocean, close to the Kiel Trench and in German regional waters in the late spring of 1913, but he felt that he 

was no longer welcome there. The truth was that Germany was a regional and international power. Subsequently, the 

picture that individuals had of that nation was somewhat unclear and this encouraged the assignment of proselytizers. 

While this is unquestionably right, a review of twelve Irish daily papers between 1890 and 1914 reveals that an attack was 

most importantly reported by the national press as opposed to by the territorial press. For instance, the term "German 

invasion" is found 96 times in the Irish Times. 

In April 1914 the Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF) pirated German arms into the nation amid a challenging firearm running 

operation and it was trailed by a weapon running operation of the Irish Volunteers the following July. The incongruity here 

was that it was Erskine Childers, at this point a conferred Irish patriot, who transported the German rifles on his yacht. One 

might say that his writing of The Riddle of the Sands furnished him with enough experience. Fiction was getting close to 

reality. When Erskine Childers composed The Riddle of the Sands in 1903, he was all in all correct to caution his pursuers 

about a conceivable attack, however he got double adversaries: not only the Germans, but also the French. Between 1900 
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and 1904, a few French Intelligence Specialists were dispatched to Ireland to investigate the likelihood of an arrival. The 

operators sent back extremely exact reports to the Deuxième Department military intelligence in Paris about geology, 

nature of streets, English waterfront protections, quality and spirit of English troops, estimations of quality and nature of 

different patriot and unionist associations. It is mentioned in the Memories of Inter Services Research Bureau of Talldark 

(2003) that: "the British army was sent to France to defend against the expected German invasion." 

The Riddle of the Sands consumed much of Childers' time between the spring in 1901 and winter 1902. He was not, by his 

own affirmation, a normally proficient novelist of fiction. It is clear from his correspondences that he felt compelled by the 

medium and hampered by the need to provide titillation and a feeling of climax steady with abstract traditions. He 

lamented in one letter of Piper (2003): "I fear the story is beyond me." In another letter he grieved: "There is no sensation, 

only what it meant to be convincing fact." (Ibid). Weeks before The Riddle was expected to go to press, the Admiralty 

declared that it had chosen a site on the Firth of Forth for another North Sea maritime base, making Childers embed a 

hurried postscript. A year prior, His Majesty's Government had set up a Committee of Imperial Defense to consider the 

extending German battle fleet and its potential aims. Lord Wolseley, formerly commander-in-chief of the British forces 

states in Childers (1903) states: "The subjects it deals with are most interesting. Few men in England have studied the 

question of the invasion of these islands more closely than I have done. When men perhaps laugh at this expression of 

mine, I always content myself with reminding them that I attach more weight to the opinions of Napoleon, Wellington, 

Nelson and Collingwood, than I do to theirs." This statement of Wolseley to some extent draws our attention to the 

negligence and carelessness of British authorities in the early days of publishing the novel. For Wolseley, what made the 

book more than conventionally fascinating was the minuteness of detail with which the narrative was stacked, the obvious 

immaculate commonality of the scene the occasions portrayed. Cruising in the North Sea was known to be one of the 

creator's leisure activities, and unmistakably his own encounters had added a similarity of truth to what was, at its center, 

an entirely far-fetched story. It was a huge clue that affirmed the confirmation that an intrusion had to be truly imagined. 

However, with the huge turn came a major incongruity. The Sunday Independent newspaper staff in (20May1914) thought 

it reasonable to re-advertise The Riddle of the Sands to clarify the emergency. The Sunday Independent divulged that 

Erskine Childers was to serve with the Royal Navy in the North Sea and commented: "The author of The Riddle of the 

Sands, which, more than any other argument, was the cause of strengthening England's naval power in the North Sea, will 

surely give us a great story when the great war is at an end."                                                                               

In this highlighted national issue, the Sunday Independent was truly mixed up, as Childers would dedicate his vitality to 

Ireland's battle for freedom. As could have been effortlessly anticipated, spy fever and spy mania grabbed hold of the 

masses, significantly more than what had happened before the war. In any nation, the spy remains an ageless figure of 

interest. Spy fever in Ireland would not last. There was an assortment of purposes behind this. Basically, the leader of the 

Constitutional Nationalist Party, John Redmond, had numerous troubles with the War Office in London which misused 

Irish patriotism and the courage of Irish warriors at the front. In detailing the German hidden hand, Thomas Boghardt in 

Spies of the Kaiser (2004) was adamant that 'The Germans are Coming' novel for Le Queux was based on serious facts, 

unearthed over a 12-month period touring the United Kingdom: "As I write, I have before me a file of amazing documents, 

which plainly show the feverish activity with which this advance guard of our enemy is working to secure for their 
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employers the most detailed information." Thomas affirms that there were attack alarms and spy fever in Ireland fuelled by 

a writing that held the general population's creative ability. The situation was not as harmful as in England before the First 

World War. This was basically because of the diverse political atmosphere as Irish patriots were battling for home rule. 

Not everyone saw Germany as a foe, the more patriotic saw conceivable cooperation with Berlin. Fundamental to the 

gathered risk was the conviction that German spy systems were working inside the United Kingdom. These feelings of 

dread were uplifted by political pioneers, writers, and authors. As a result, the Secret Service Bureau was established in 

1909. Winston Churchill in Spy fever of Michael (1981) admitted that: "The Riddle of the Sands was at the origin of the 

establishment of further bases at Invergordon, Firth of Forth and Scapa Flow." In England, about 8,000 outsiders were 

suspected spies, but there was no verification yet of a covert German military system. The Riddle of the Sands can also be 

said to be a piece of a sub-genre known as the ‘intrusion startle’, or ‘attack neurosis’ novels. Both invasion and scare 

fiction prompted worry among people in general and sometimes created mania, distrustfulness and German phobia. The 

Riddle of the Sands addresses a large number of the worries communicated in invasion scare novels. In any case, the two 

English heroes respect their German opponents. For example, Davies talks enthusiastically in Childers (1903) of the 

German Emperor: "By Jove! We want a man like this Kaiser." (P.97). It is a political questioning and a character 

investigation of manliness through our comprehension of two youthful, upper and middle class Englishmen.              

Childers' novel represents an open declaration of the reduction of British government and of the feeling of weakness 

generated by the view of Britain's winding down the riddle of political and military transcendence. The Riddle of the Sands 

is worked around the prototype plot of a voyage of disclosure and return, with an argumentative structure of departure and 

landing, focus and fringe, home and abroad. There is a tension all through The Riddle between the teleology of the spy 

novel- the Grand Design of scheme and country state contention against the foundation of the Great Game- and the 

terrestrial sands and archipelagos of the ocean story. It is maintained in Childers (1903. P.100) that: "It was arranged that I 

should edit the book; that 'Carruthers' should give me his diary and recount to me in fuller detail and from his own point of 

view all the phases of the 'quest', as they used to call it; that Mr. 'Davies' should meet me with his charts and maps and do 

the same; and that the whole story should be written, as from the mouth of the former, with its humors and errors, its light 

and its dark sides, just as it happened with the following few limitations: the year it belongs to is disguised; the names of 

persons are fictitious; and certain slight liberties have been taken to conceal the identity of the English characters." Childers 

here expounds why he includes English characters in the novel. He does it intentionally in order to establish the patriotic 

surroundings of the novel as it is considered genuine. It needs native personnel to achieve this purpose, because natives are 

always knowledgeable about the geography and terrains of their own country, and they know the intricacies of neighboring 

countries as in The Riddle of the Sands where the characters are aware of German cartographical and geographical 

intricacies. Furthermore, sometimes spies are recruited as mercenaries in favor of a specific organization or to be double 

agents against their mother countries. Here it is a different story; we can observe the high moral values of the characters, 

civic consciousness of the hero to protect his country in the first place, and political earnestness as the main goal of writing 

this unique kind of espionage novel to become a guideline for the British government. The Riddle of the Sands is an 

illustration of a novel where the storyteller welcomes the reader to go into an allegorical guide room, a space where the 

guide's dimensionality liberates the reader from the controlling linearity of account depiction. The performed readings 
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guide that the novel requests substitute roundabout examples for story linearity, and in the rehashed theme of backtracking. 

Childers (1903) sets up logic of stream and countercurrent, a contrapuntal development: or regarding the players: "The 

strange cross-current connected with Dollmann's daughter". ( P.119). The Riddle of the Sands concerns two youthful 

Englishmen who cruise the yacht Dulcibella into the North Ocean and, after reaching the Frisian Islands, find the Germans 

practicing plans for an attack against England. Carruthers, an Outside Office man with a preference for cruising, and 

Davies, his previous classmate, are attracted to the best conventions of English novice spies facing a troublesome and 

perilous circumstance. They were courageous and astute enough to be spy agents to accomplish the patriotic mission in 

service of their British Empire. Atkins John (1984) notes in the British spy novel: "The characterization, especially of 

Davies, is controlled and consistent. Carruthers loathes discomfort, in an unadventurous way, and displays great charm 

when the need arises. Davies, on the other hand, is gauche and at times boorish, but he is humanly presented and is not 

treated as a kind of mechanical contrast to Carruthers. The writing is taut and the reader is credited with intelligence and 

powers of concentration."   

Atkins instructs the readers here about the characteristics that were instinctive in the main characters of The Riddle of the 

Sands. These traits are required for spies to keep their identities hidden and to take care of their psychological stabilization 

which is one of the most important factors to proceed safe and sound.  Johnson Paul (1977) further comments on the 

relevance of Childers' book in his comparison of The Riddle of the Sands to more contemporary fictional spy stories: "The 

resemblances are in the stress on technical details: Childers describes the philosophy, theory and practice of inshore sailing 

with loving care…the areas he describes, the Baltic coast of Denmark and Schleswig-Holstein, and the low-lying sandy 

coast between the Elbe and the Ems, he knew intimately. In fact, the geographical structure around which the novel is built 

is not invented at all, the course taken by the two English heroes could be followed by any skilled yachtsman, and Childers 

even included maps to help the reader, together with timetables of tides. Writers of modern spy fiction follow this pattern 

of providing expert technical background, though rarely with the degree of knowledge and skill Childers commanded." In 

this confession in the sophistication of this novel, the technical and military and geographical knowledge accompany the 

characters' actions in the course of the novel. The antagonist (Villain) of the novel is a previous English maritime lieutenant 

named Dollman who has turned trickster traitor and is working for the Germans, and the story's authentic premise was the 

after effect of Childers' own cruising encounters in the yacht vixen off the banks of Germany, Holland and somewhere else. 

It was fiction in view of certainty, yet fiction with a set reason: to attract thoughtfulness regarding German militarism when 

no one else had taken up the topic, and to earn popular feeling in support of a more grounded English naval force. 

However, notwithstanding the novel's unmistakable political propaganda, there were likewise other, more unpretentious 

elements at play. Wark Wesley K. in the Spy thriller (1998) observes: "At the novel's heart there is something much more 

didactic. Carruthers' slow awakening to the German threat and to his own manhood, as he shakes off the corrupting skin of 

London society, is an emblematic device that drives the novel's action. His personal regeneration operates as a call for the 

regeneration of Britain, for the renewal of patriotism, individual action, and a keen-eyed appreciation of the German 

threat." The Riddle of the Sands, as stated in this explanation by Wesely, was an astoundingly informative and didactic 

novel. In the wake of being cautioned to inadequacies in their maritime graphs, maritime intelligence offered authorization 

to two officers to be sent on a voyage through the German seacoast and the Frisian Islands. The officers found that the 
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current Admiral's office diagrams of the territory and the general intelligence data on the territories were pitifully outdated 

and that their lone information of the Frisian Islands was in certainty acquired from The Riddle of the Sands. The two 

English officers who attempted this Spying Campaign were both identified and captured by the Germans, at long last being 

sentenced to a term of detainment before being absolved by the Kaiser on the event of Lord George V's 1913 visit to 

Germany. Childers wound up hunting down some measure of intellectual harmony between the contending view of 

colonialism and independence. He had stressed similar considerations upon his arrival from South Africa years before. By 

1908, amid a voyage through Ireland's southwest provinces, he eventually arrived at the conclusion that colonialism, and 

without doubt the very idea of English Imperialism was in a general sense off-base. He connected this new comprehension 

with Ireland, where he had grown up and for which despite everything he held a special affection and started to uphold 

Home Control in the orthodox sense, in that going far beyond what most Englishmen were then willing to acknowledge.  

In the decades after the novel's production, two wars were declared between Britain and Germany, both vigorously 

highlighting activities at sea and attack alarms, so making this book appear shockingly perceptive. It additionally earned its 

place in artistic history as the main present day secret activities novel; yet it is chiefly about disentangling the riddle. 

Childers differentiate particular circumstance. They have a little armed force, scattered over the entire globe, and directed 

on a gravely inadequate framework. They have no settled hypothesis of National Guard, and no skillful specialist whose 

business it is to give them one. The matter is still at the phase of civilian controversy. Co-operation between the armed 

force and naval force is not examined and drilled; much less there exist do any arrangements, deserving of the name, to 

repel an intrusion, or any preparation worth considering meeting a sudden crisis. Childers (1903) states: "We have a great 

and, in many respects, a magnificent navy, but not great enough for the interests it insures, and with equally defective 

institutions; not built or manned methodically, having an utterly inadequate reserve of men, all classes of which would be 

absorbed at the very outset, without a vestige of preparation for the enrolment of volunteers; distracted by the multiplicity 

of its functions in guarding our colossal empire and commerce, and conspicuously lacking a brain, not merely for the 

smooth control of its own unwieldy mechanism, but for the study of rival aims and systems. We have no North Sea naval 

base, no North Sea Fleet, and no North Sea policy. Lastly, we stand in a highly dangerous economical position." (P.165). 

Childers uses a national and patriotic discourse of England's superiority and its powerful capabilities among other 

countries. He arouses his people's patriotism and nationalism with his intrepid discourse. Then he starts to manage the 

technique for attack, which includes sending an armada of transports from at least one of the North Sea ports. He battles 

particularly making Emden (the closest to their shores) the port of flight. Emden had been utilized as a red herring by the 

German press, when the subject was specified by a stretch of imagination, and productively dragged over the trail. His 

complaints toward the North Sea ports apply; he comments: "in all actuality to all plans of attack, regardless of whether the 

conditions be good or not." (P.297). One is that mystery is rendered unthinkable and mystery is imperative. The 

accumulation of the vehicles would be known in England weeks before the hour was ready for striking; for every single 

port is cosmopolitan and swarms with potential spies. Similar precautionary measures were to be taken in the preparatory 

work on the spot. There, four men need to be in full ownership of the mystery. One was to speak to the Imperial Navy (a 

post filled by von Brüning). Another (Böhme) was to superintend the six trenches and the development of the lighters. The 

elements of the third were twofold: "He was to organize what I may call the local labor that is, the helpers required for 
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embarkation, the crews of the tugs, and, most important of all, the service of pilots for the navigation of the seven flotillas 

through the corresponding channels to the open sea. He must be a local man, thoroughly acquainted with the coast, of a 

social standing not much above the average of villagers and fishermen, and he must be ready when the time was ripe with 

lists of the right men for the right duties." (P.307)                                                                                                   

This unique awareness of Childers appears clearly in this statement and this shows how acquainted he is with his country's 

plans. He advises his authorities to re-recruit and conscript the reserves ex-military servicemen to be all set and ready to 

repel the potential attack. Childers (1903) write: "There are no present day points of reference for any intrusion at all 

degree practically identical to that of England by Germany." (P.13), any such endeavor will be a perilous analysis. In any 

case, he contends that the benefits of his technique exceed the dangers, and that a large portion of the dangers themselves 

would connect similarly to whatever other strategy. It is easily noticeable that Erskine Childers was a fascinating 

individual, a nationalist, a mariner, a novelist and a spy; however, he was killed by a firing squad by the British amid the 

battle for autonomy in Ireland, yet before that he was a supporter of the King and Empire and this flawless story is a useful 

example for the British individuals of the time, before World War One when Britain unconsciously confronted an unsafe 

foe over the waters in Kaiser Bill's aggressive Germany. The story is fiction, a novel told in the first person by a guileless 

mariner who, cruising in the German Coast finds a plot that he supposes should be uncovered to British Intelligence so he 

welcomes his school companion to go along with him and investigate the Frisian island and sandbars of the German North 

Sea Coast in his sailboat. The Riddle of the Sands has been described by John le Carré as the corner stone of the 

contemporary novel of surveillance and the making of a super spy, the keen, creative maverick who winds up in threat yet 

figures out how to adapt. Childers' central character, Carruthers enters the story as an irritable dandy, but develops into a 

brave operator. The change, convincingly taken care of, happens against a foundation of evolving tides, solidifying winds, 

a labyrinth of risky reefs. Climate gets to be metaphor as Childers includes: "It was a cold, vaporous dawn, the glass rising, 

and the wind fallen to a light air still from the north-east. Our creased and sodden sails scarcely answered to it as we crept 

across the oily swell to Langeoog." (P.103). These natural impediments which are presented in these informative details 

depict the climax of the story, a mist-bound voyage, acting as an astonishing activity of tension, since Childers makes his 

readers truly feel that any of the numerous decisive moments of chance could surely have stopped his legendary escape and 

led to their demise. Childers carried on with hazard and high enterprise. The Riddle of the Sands holds its capacity to excite 

and astonish based on the grounds on it being an erratic, ally penned novel by a talented novice, a man who was only 

starting to presume how history might, similar twisted wind along an estuary, change the course of his own life and 

nation.                                          
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Conclusion 

The Riddle of the Sands by Erskine Childers and Rudyard Kipling's Kim incorporate various maps so the reader can keep 

his eyes on the maps. Childers utilizes his sound military and naval force information and terms, while Kipling's practices 

his military spying talents. The main characters in these novels go native to hide their identities to accomplish their 

espionage duties without being noticed. The characters try to avoid sentimental and sympathetic emotions, due to the 

potential risks which would face them in these strange lands. They are serious and pragmatic. Sentimental actions are 

absent until the characters can achieve what is required of them. Both novels are sophisticated espionage novels. The main 

point of this study was to introduce a general overview of data concerning the spy fiction sub-genre, its nature, elements, 

and different contexts. Kim is essentially about spying and its importance within the colonial context. The spying in it 

permits the English colonizer to keep its control. The novel is about the importance of the spy for the English Empire 

which makes Kim tolerate his obligation toward the Realm and its properties. Kipling legitimizes Realm and describes the 

difficulties of provincial rule. Kipling with Kim does in fact legitimize the English Domain's misuse of India; not simply 

by not testing colonialism, but rather by unobtrusively fortifying its supremacist values. The Riddle of the Sands is a highly 

patriotic and nationalistic English novel. Childers takes active part in the debate of England's military vulnerabilities, 

weaknesses, and unpreparedness. His novel left a prominent impact on English people, giving information on how a 

German task force was planning to attack England. Espionage as a literary theme adds to English spy fiction and Invasion 

fiction the purposes and intentions that they unobtrusively hold.  
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